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Abstract

In this work, we conduct experiments with priori-
tized sweeping in a highly stochastic domain. We dis-
cover that the algorithm may have some weaknesses in
such complex domains, and consequently propose two
novel changes to cope with the added complexity. Fur-
thermore, we show that our algorithm is able to effi-
ciently learn a policy that can defeat the baseline in a
partially observable stochastic game known as Domi-
nation.

1. Introduction

In this paper, we experiment withprioritized
sweeping[5] in a partially observable stochastic game
(POSG) calledDomination. This work was originally
intended as an engineering solution to a POSG using a
single-agent learning method like prioritized sweeping
(PS). However, on applying PS to theDominationenvi-
ronment, we discovered some potential weaknesses in
its computational performance. Consequently, our fo-
cus shifted towards a scientific study of PS in a highly
stochastic environment.

The main contribution of this paper is ourmodified
prioritized sweeping(ModPS) algorithm, which pro-
poses two novel changes to PS that may lead to bet-
ter performance in complex stochastic domains. We
conduct experiments which suggest that ModPS may
achieve similar learning performance to PS, although
with a large boost in computational performance. We
also attempt to provide intuitive reasons for why our
changes may be helpful.

On another note, we also analyze theDomination
game and present a hand-crafted finite state machine as
a possible solution. This solution was also submitted
to a recentDominationtournament, where it placed 3rd

out of 10 submissions.
The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-

lows. In section 2, we briefly discuss background the-
ory, as well as related work. In section 3, we present
our modified prioritized sweeping algorithm. Section 4

discusses our experimental setup, including theDomi-
nationgame. In section 5, we provide our results, along
with an analysis. Finally, section 6 concludes.

2. Background and Related Work

2.1. Markov Decision Processes

Sequential decision-making problems may be
modeled asMarkov decision processes(MDPs). MDPs
consist of a set of statesS, a set of actionsA, a reward
functionR : S×A→ℜ, and a stochastic state transition
functionT : S×A→ PS. On performing an actiona∈ A
in some states∈ S, the immediate utility is defined by
R, while the next state is defined byT as a probability
distribution onS.

The policy π of an agent in a given MDP indi-
cates its choice of action for any given state. Note
that we only consider deterministic policies of the form
π : S→A, since there is always an optimal deterministic
policy for an MDP [1]. The optimal policyπ∗ is defined
as the policy that maximizes the expected long-term cu-
mulative reward. Dynamic programming approaches
like value iterationmay be used to computeπ∗ for any
MDP [2].

2.2. Reinforcement Learning

In reinforcement learning (RL) tasks, we typically
assume that the environment model is unknown, i.e.,R
andT are unknown. An agent may learn a policy by
generating training samples(s,a, r,s′) through interac-
tion with the environment; at every time step, the agent
is in some states and performs an actiona, then ob-
serves the instantaneous rewardr and the next states′.
These training samples can be used to learn the value of
either a state or a state-action pair. We may represent
this value as a value functionV : S→ ℜ or a Q-value
function Q : S×A→ ℜ, as applicable. In this paper,
we focus on learningQ-value functions, as they obvi-
ate the need to explicitly represent the policy - a policy
can simply be described in terms of theQ-value func-
tion. For instance, the greedy policy can be described



asargmaxaQ(s,a). The optimal policyπ∗ can similarly
be described in terms of the optimalQ-value function
Q∗.

Model-free RL methods likeQ-learning [7] use
training samples to learnQ∗ directly, performing a sin-
gle Q-value update every time step. On the other hand,
model-based RL methods use training samples to learn
RandT, and may findQ∗ by solving the resulting MDP
using dynamic programming. Since model-based meth-
ods need to also learnR andT in addition toQ∗, they
typically have higher computational costs per time step
than model-free methods. On the other hand, model-
based methods are often much more sample efficient
than model-free methods, as they may use their ap-
proximation ofR andT to compute multipleQ-value
updates every time step. Naturally, computing multi-
ple updates also increases the computational complex-
ity. Consequently, the maximum number of updates per
time step is typically determined empirically to provide
a trade-off between sample complexity and computa-
tional complexity.

2.3. Prioritized Sweeping

Prioritized sweepingis a popular model-based RL
method that computes multiple updates per time step,
where updates are prioritized by the magnitude of the
resulting change inQ-values. As a result, the compu-
tational effort is focused on updating theQ-values with
the largest errors. The algorithm uses a simple principle
to determine whichQ-values are likely to change sig-
nificantly - if the Q-value of some state-action pair is
changed, then all state-action pairs that lead to that state
are also likely to change in value. At every time step,
prioritized sweeping gathers a training sample, then
searches backwards from the current state to propagate
Q-value changes through the relevant part of the state-
action space. The algorithm also maintains a priority
queue containing the magnitudes ofQ-value changes,
in order to determine the most promisingQ-value up-
date.

The original prioritized sweeping algorithm in [5]
is defined in terms of value functionsV. In this pa-
per, we focus on the implementation described in [6],
as it usesQ-value functions instead. Algorithm 1, taken
from [6], describes prioritized sweeping in an environ-
ment with a deterministic transition functionT : S×
A→ S. Inputs to the algorithm include the maximum
number of updatesk per time step, a thresholdθ that
determines whichQ-value changes are considered neg-
ligible, a learning rateα ∈ [0,1], and a discount factor
γ ∈ (0,1) that reflects the importance of future rewards
when computingQ-values.

In step 5, the algorithm chooses the actiona ac-
cording to an arbitrary functionpolicy. This function
may exploit what has been learned so far by choos-
ing the action greedily asargmaxaQ(s,a). However,
in order to guarantee convergence toQ∗, it is also im-
portant to explore the state-action space by sometimes
choosing actions that are sub-optimal according toQ.
The exploration-exploitation issue is important to con-
sider, as optimal exploration is untractable in general
[4]. Heuristics are commonly applied, and a simple ap-
proach often used isε-greedy exploration - the function
policychooses a random action with probabilityε, and
the greedy action according toQ otherwise.

Algorithm 1 Prioritized Sweeping

1 initialize Q(s,a) andModel(s,a) for all s∈ S, a∈ A
2 initialize PQueueto empty
3 do forever:
4 s← current (non-terminal) state
5 a← policy(s,Q)
6 execute actiona; observe next states′, rewardr
7 Model(s,a)← (s′, r)
8 p← |r + γ maxa′Q(s′,a′)−Q(s,a)|
9 if p > θ :
10 insert(s,a) into PQueuewith priority p
11 updates← 0
12 while PQueueis not empty andupdates≤ k:
13 updates← updates+1
14 (s,a)← f irst(PQueue)
15 (s′, r)←Model(s,a)
16 Q(s,a)← (1−α)Q(s,a)+α[r +γ maxa′Q(s′,a′)]
17 for all (s̄, ā) predicted to lead tos:
18 r̄ ← predicted reward
19 p← |r̄ + γ maxa Q(s,a)−Q(s̄, ā)|
20 if p > θ :
21 insert(s̄, ā) into PQueuewith priority p

3. Modified Prioritized Sweeping

The description of prioritized sweeping (PS) in al-
gorithm 1 only applies to deterministic environments.
[6] suggests that PS may be extended to stochastic envi-
ronments by computing full backups instead of sample
backups. We discuss this issue in more detail in section
3.1. While using full backups allows for the use of PS
in stochastic environments, it also introduces additional
computational costs. Furthermore, stochastic environ-
ments are typically much more complex than determin-
istic environments, which may also lead to slower per-
formance. In sections 3.2 and 3.3, we discuss some
novel enhancements to PS that should help it cope with
the additional complexity of stochastic environments.



While our changes may or may not have a significant ef-
fect in deterministic environments, we hypothesize that
they will have a significant positive effect in complex
stochastic environments. Algorithm 2 contains the com-
plete pseudocode for ourmodified prioritized sweeping
(ModPS) algorithm.

3.1. Full vs. Sample Backups

A sample backup is aQ-value update based on a
single training sample(s,a, r,s′), usually with a pre-
defined learning rateα. Algorithm 1 is defined in terms
of sample backups, as evident in step 16. Full backups
instead use knowledge of all possible next states and
rewards when computingQ-value updates. See steps
11 and 23 of algorithm 2 for examples of full backups.
Although full backups are more computationally expen-
sive than sample backups, they are also free from sam-
pling errors. An additional advantage of full backups is
that no learning rate needs to be specified, removing the
need to tuneα empirically. For a detailed discussion on
full vs. sample backups, see [6].

PS in stochastic environments is always done using
full backups [6]. This is reasonable, sinceQ-value up-
dates are performed based on the environment model
being learned, and information regarding all known
next states and rewards is readily available. In addition,
the Q-value update of a state-action pair is prioritized
by how much it is likely to change, based on aQ-value
change in some successor state. If we were to perform
a sample backup based on some arbitrary next state and
disregard all possible next states, we may actually not
change theQ-value at all.

3.2. Efficient Use of Backups

PS may be considered wasteful in its computation
of new Q-values. This can be seen in step 19 of algo-
rithm 1, which computespas the difference between the
new and oldQ-values for(s̄, ā). Although p is used to
decide the priority with whichQ(s̄, ā) may later be up-
dated, the value ofp is discarded when computing the
actual update, as evident in step 16. We may not reusep
to compute the update in step 16 since it is possible that
other updates, which may happen between(s̄, ā) being
added toPQueueand itsQ-value being updated, cause
the value ofp to be obsolete. As a result, newQ-values
are computed at least twice for all state-action pairs that
are updated. Furthermore, newQ-values are computed
for all state-action pairs visited during the search, even
though most of them may not be updated. This seems
unavoidable if we wish to only perform thek highest
priority backups.

While computing newQ-values is relatively simple
for sample backups, it has a significant computational
cost for full backups. Also, note that while computing
newQ-values is costly, using them to perform a backup
is trivial. Consequently, computing newQ-values only
when performing backups should substantially increase
computational performance. In order to do so, we first
need to restructure the PS algorithm. We now present
an overview of our modified prioritized sweeping algo-
rithm.

We propose to always perform a backup after com-
puting a newQ-value, as seen in steps 11 and 23 of
algorithm 2. We also modify the role ofPQueue- in-
stead of prioritizing state-action pairs that need to be
backed up, as in algorithm 1, we usePQueueto prior-
itize states that have already been backed up but need
their predecessors examined. We may compute the pri-
ority p exactly as before. In addition, for a given states
that is extracted fromPQueue, we perform backups of
all state-action pairs that lead tos. However, as seen in
step 26 of algorithm 2, only the backups that result in
a Q-value changep > θ are considered when checking
if the maximum number of updatesk has been reached.
As a result, we perform approximately the same number
of high-priority backups (those withp > θ ) as in algo-
rithm 1, and possible several other backups that make
negligible difference.

Note that we incur very little additional computa-
tional cost by performing extra backups since algorithm
1 also requires computing newQ-values for all prede-
cessors of a given state, although they aren’t used for
backups. In addition, for every state extracted from
PQueue, we may perform multiple backups, unlike PS,
which performs a single backup on extracting a state-
action pair fromPQueue. We expect this to also have
a significant impact on performance, as we are likely
to extract fewer elements fromPQueuebefore reaching
the maximum number of updates. In stochastic environ-
ments with high branching factors, we may have many
state-action pairs leading to a given state - this entails
computing newQ-values for all predecessors of a state
extracted fromPQueue, which can be costly. In addi-
tion, we are likely to maintain a smaller queue, which
reduces the overhead due to the priority queue as well.

The afore-mentioned changes to PS are likely to
trace a different path through the state-action space
when performing updates. While we may not always
compute the optimal high priority backups, we be-
lieve the computational savings should make up for it.
Furthermore, there is some prior evidence that simple
heuristic approaches to prioritizing backups can achieve
performance that is competitive with that of prioritized
sweeping [3].



3.3. Checking for Optimal Actions

On updating theQ-value of a state-action pair
(s,a), PS considers predecessors ofs to be candidates
for Q-value changes, as seen in step 17 of algorithm 1.
However, if the old or new value ofQ(s,a) is not the
maximum value of all actions in states, a change in
Q(s,a) is unlikely to affect the predecessors ofs. This
is because when computing theQ-value of a state, we
do not consider all actions in some next state, but only
the optimal one. Consequently, before we add a state
to PQueue, we ensure that the backup just performed
involved either a new or an old optimalQ-value, as in
steps 14-15 and 27-28 of algorithm 2. This should help
prevent adding unnecessary states toPQueue. For small
action spaces, the computational savings due to fewer
states being expanded inPQueueshould outweigh the
costs of checking for the optimal action. As a result,
we believe that checking for optimal actions is a useful
heuristic.

Note that we earlier stated that it is unlikely, and
not impossible, for a change in sub-optimalQ-values to
affect predeccesor state-action pairs - this is because it
is possible that some predecessorQ-values may need to
be corrected, as they may contain obsolete values due
to missed updates in previous time steps. Nevertheless,
these corrections may always be made later when visit-
ing those state-action pairs or when performing the op-
timal action in some next state.

4. Experimental Setup

We perform our experiments on a capture-the-flag
like game calledDomination. The game consists of a
1000-by-1000 pixel map with three control points and
two teams, Red and Blue, consiting of 10 agents each.
The main purpose the game is to capture and then de-
fend the control points for as long as possible, by po-
sitioning agents on top of the control points. A control
point only changes possession if there is no agent on it
from the team that currently possesses it, and the op-
posing team has an agent on it. At each time step, one
point is received for each control point in possession.
An episode consists of 400 timesteps, at which point,
a winner is declared. Two additional elements in the
game are ammopacks and walls. For each ammopack
collected, agents are given 3 ammo, which they may
use to shoot at enemies. When hit by a shot, the agents
respawn in a pre-specified corner of the map, depending
on the team. Ammopacks spawn randomly throughout
the map, and consequently lend a huge stochastic factor
to the game. Walls also make the game more difficult, as
agents are not allowed to move or shoot through walls.

Algorithm 2 Modified prioritized sweeping

1 initialize Q(s,a) for all s∈ S, a∈ A
2 initialize Model(s,a) to empty for alls∈ S, a∈ A
3 initialize PQueueto empty
4 do forever:
5 s← current (non-terminal) state
6 a← policy(s,Q)
7 execute actiona; observe next states′, rewardr
8 add(s′, r) to Model(s,a)
9 Qold←Q(s,a)
10 Pr̂

ŝ := probability of(ŝ, r̂) in Model(s,a)
11 Q(s,a)← ∑ŝ,r̂ Pr̂

ŝ [r̂ + γ maxâQ(ŝ, â)]
12 p←Q(s,a)−Qold

13 if p > θ :
14 Qmax←maxaQ(s,a)
15 if Qold = Qmax or Q(s,a) = Qmax:
16 inserts into PQueuewith priority p
17 updates← 1
18 while PQueueis not empty andupdates< k:
19 s← f irst(PQueue)
20 for all (s̄, ā) predicted to lead tos:
21 Qold←Q(s̄, ā)
22 Pr̂

ŝ := probability of(ŝ, r̂) in Model(s̄, ā)
23 Q(s̄, ā)← ∑ŝ,r̂ Pr̂

ŝ [r̂ + γ maxâQ(ŝ, â)]
24 p←Q(s̄, ā)−Qold

25 if p > θ :
26 updates← updates+1
27 Qmax←maxāQ(s̄, ā)
28 if Qold = Qmax or Q(s̄, ā) = Qmax:
29 inserts̄ into PQueuewith priority p



The map we use has walls that divide the map into 4
quadrants, with some room in the center of the map,
through which agents may travel to other quadrants.

Every timestep, each agent receives only a local
observation of the map within a radius of 120 pixels.
This makes the game significantly more challenging, as
each agent only has partial observation of the true state.
Agents also receive a global observation of which team
currently possesses each of the control points. Given an
observation, an agent may perform an action as a com-
bination of 3 factors: turn, move and shoot. Agents are
limited to turning at most 60◦ in either direction. In ad-
dition, they have a shooting range of 80 pixels, and may
only move 40 pixels in one time step. Furthermore, no
communication is available, so agents may not effec-
tively predict each others’ actions.

Clearly, this is a challenging environment in which
to learn, and we need some simplifications in order
to apply RL methods. First, we choose to discretize
the state and action space. Another option may be to
use function approximation and learn in the continuous
state space. However, we find that most of the compli-
cations due to the continuous space may be abstracted
out. For instance, agents don’t need to learn how much
to turn in order to shoot another agent - they may just
indicate a shoot action, and simple code can be invoked
to complete that action by turning the correct angle and
shooting. Section 4.1 shows how the state and action
spaces may be discretized.

4.1. State and Action Space

Each agent treats its observation as the true state of
the world. For both states and actions, we use a factored
representation consisting of several variables that may
take any discrete value from a given set. As a result, a
state or action may be uniquely determined as the cross
product of its the variables. Figures 1-2 describe each
of these variables in detail, for both the state and the ac-
tion space, respectively. Note that we refer to a control
point that is owned by an agent’s own team as a friendly
control point, and one owned by the opponent as an an
enemy control point. In addition, if multiple conditions
are satisfied, then a variable assumes the lowest of the
values corresponding to them.

4.2. Actions

The discrete actions defined in figure 2 loosely
specify what an agent wishes to do. We use these speci-
fications to invoke code that would accomplish the task
in-game. First, we check therole assigned by the ac-
tion. If role is 4 (Null), we assignrole as follows: if

Figure 1. State Space
Ammo: Amount of ammo possessed by agent
0: No ammo
1: Ammo between 1 and 3
2: Ammo greater than 3

Ammopacks: Whether ammopacks are present
0: None in sight
1: Within turning angle and moving distance
2: Within turning angle, but outside moving distance
3: Outside turning angle

Enemies:Whether enemies are present
0: None in sight
1: Within turning angle and shooting distance
2: Within turning angle, but outside shooting distance
3: Outside turning angle

Defense:Defensive position w.r.t. teammates
0: On a friendly control point (CP), and closest to it
1: Closest to a friendly CP
2: 2nd-closest to a friendly CP
3: 3rd-closest to a friendly CP
4: Friendly CP in sight
5: No friendly CP in sight

Attack: Presence of enemy control points
0: Enemy CP in sight, with no enemy on it
1: Enemy CP in sight, with enemies on it
2: No enemy CP in sight
3: No ememy CP on map

Figure 2. Action Space
Role:
0: Attack enemy control point (CP)
1: Defend on top of friendly CP
2: Defend around friendly CP
3: Explore
4: Null

Target:
0: None
1: Enemy
2: Ammopack

Maximum Move:
0: Don’t move (0)
1: Maximum speed (40)
2: Half the maximum speed (20)



there are no enemy control points on the map, or if pre-
viously exploring (in the last time step) and still without
ammo, then explore; otherwise, attack. This separation
was done to prevent the need to have the previous role
as part of the state space.

Next, we specify a primary goal and a secondary
goal for an agent, based on the discrete action. When at-
tacking or defending, the primary goal is the closest en-
emy control point or friendly control point, respectively.
When exploring the game world, the primary goal is an
exploration point. The secondary goal is either atarget
(ammopack or enemy) or nothing at all. Using basic
trigonometry, we compute the optimal speed and turn-
ing angle for the agent in order to accomplish the sec-
ondary goal, and then get as close as possible to the
primary goal. If accomplishing the secondary goal is
not possible in one time step (eg., we cannot collect an
ammopack that is outside the maximum turning angle),
then we only focus on getting as close as possible to
accomplishing the secondary goal in the next time step.
Naturally, if no secondary goal exists, we simply move
in the optimal direction towards the primary goal.

We use the discrete actionmaxmoveto decide how
much an agent is allowed to move. This is useful since
we don’t want agents that are defending control points
to move while in the presence of enemies, though they
should still attack enemies if they have ammo.

In order to be effective, the agents often need to
explore the game world and look for ammo, in addi-
tion to shooting enemies and attacking/defending con-
trol points. We explore the map using a pre-defined set
of exploration points, which are near the corners of each
of the four quadrants in the map. Agents may pick a
point at random and head towards it until they reach
near it, then pick another point. If agents pick a point in
another quadrant, they first need to go to the center of
the map. This also has the effect of encouraging agents
towards the center, which is helpful since strong control
of the center is often important in order to win the game.

Lastly, while the presence of walls in the map may
require some amount of pathfinding for optimal perfor-
mance, we choose to deal with walls in a very simple
way. We simply ignore any ammopacks or enemies that
are behind a wall. This leaves agents with no incen-
tive to approach walls, which is a simple way to prevent
them from getting stuck next to walls.

4.3. FSM Agent

Given the discretization of the state and action
space in figures 1-2, and the conversion of discrete ac-
tions to in-game actions in section 4.2, an agent can
simply be defined as a mapping from discrete states to

discrete actions. Algorithm 3 shows an agent developed
using this principle, based on a simple finite state ma-
chine. Throughout this paper, we refer to this agent as
FSM-agent.

Algorithm 3 FSM Agent
1 role = Null
2 if de f ense≤ 1:

// Closest to friendly control point (CP)⇒ Defend on CP

3 role = 1
4 else ifde f ense= 2 andammo> 0:

// 2nd-Closest to friendly CP, with ammo⇒ Defend near CP

5 role = 2
6 if attack= 1 andammo= 0:

// Cannot capture enemy CP⇒ Explore

7 role = 3
8 else ifattack= 0:

// Undefended enemy CP⇒ Attack

9 role = 0

10 target= 0
11 if ammopacks> 0:
12 if not(attack= 0 andenemies= 0):

// Not attacking undefended CP⇒ Collect ammopack

13 target= 2
14 if enemies> 0 andammo> 0:
15 if not(attack= 0 andenemies= 3):

// Not attacking undefended CP⇒ Shoot enemy

16 target= 1

// Default: Maximum speed (40)

17 maxmove= 1
18 if de f ense= 0 andenemies> 0:

// Defending on CP⇒ Don’t move

19 maxmove= 0
20 if role = 2:

// Defending near CP⇒ Half max speed (20)

21 maxmove= 2

5. Results and Analysis

We now present the results of our experiments. In
the interest of conciseness, for each matchup, we only
plot the scorex for one agent. The score for its op-
ponent may be inferred as approximately(1100− x).
This is because a total of 1200 points are possible in
one episode, and some potential points are lost in the
first few time steps in which the control points belong
to neither of the teams. Consequently, scores below 550
typically imply a loss for the agent, and those above 550
imply a win.



Figure 3. Performance of Simple Agent
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5.1. Baseline

TheDominationpackage includes an agent known
as Claiming-agent), which is intended as a baseline
for evaluating agent performance. However,Claiming-
agentdoes not deal well with walls, and is thus unsuit-
able for the map we use for our experiments. Conse-
quently, we developed another agent for our baseline,
which we refer to asSimple-agent. It uses simple rules
to decide its actions, similarly toClaiming-agent, ex-
cept that it also avoids walls, in the same manner as de-
scribed in section 4.2. Additionally, it pre-assigns each
of the agents to one of the three control points for the
entire episode, which is an easy way to help the agents
cover most of the relevant parts in the map. Figure
3 shows the performance ofSimple-agentagainst both
Claiming-agentandFSM-agent. As we can see, it sig-
nificantly outperformsClaiming-agent, but is soundly
defeated byFSM-agent.

5.2. Modified Prioritized Sweeping

In order to conduct learning experiments using pri-
oritized sweeping(PS), we set the parametersγ to 0.99
and θ to 0.01. We define the reward function as the
difference between the number of control points owned
by a team and the number owned by its opponent. All
agents in a team share theQ-value map and update it
using their own observations and actions. Also, since
the exploration-exploitation issue is not the focus of this
paper, we choose to use simpleε-greedy exploration for
our agents, withε set to 0.1. This helps make our results
more transparent, thus facilitating an easier analysis.

We perform ablation experiments in order to ana-
lyze the effects of our modifications to PS, by evaluat-
ing four different types of learning agents:PS(standard
PS, as in algorithm 1),ModPS(modified PS), as in al-

Figure 4. Computational Feasibility (1)
Agent Time Backups

PS 1009.45 14.69
PS-WithMax 127.96 9.13
ModPS 50.70 29.20
ModPS-Break 27.17 6.61

gorithm 2),ModPS-NoMax(ModPS without the check
for optimal actions, which is described in section 3.3),
and lastlyPS-WithMax(PS with a check for optimal ac-
tions).

5.2.1. Computational Feasibility. First, we attempt to
determine which of the algorithms are computation-
ally tractable in our domain. Figure 4 shows the aver-
age computational time (in seconds) per episode taken
by each of the agents when learning for 100 episodes
againstSimple-agent, with the maximum number of
backupsk per step set to 20. The figure also includes
the average number of backups per agent per time step.
Note that the number of backups forModPSexceeds 20.
This is because we always backup all predecessors of a
high-priority Q-value update, and may possibly com-
pute more backups than the maximum allowedk if we
have many predecessors that need to be corrected due to
some single update. In order to ensure that this is not an
unfair advantage, we also implement and testModPS-
Break, which simply breaks out of the loop as soon as
k backups are reached, and thus ensures we never com-
pute more thank backups in a step.

As evident from figure 4,PS is intractable in this
domain. In fact, if we attemptk= 200 backups per step,
the computational time taken byPS increases to 3210
seconds per episode for the first 14 episodes - this result
is not included in the table as we were unable to run the
full 100 episodes for a proper comparison, due to time
constraints. Needless to say, though, the time taken is
likely to increase as the model learned becomes more
complex.ModPS, on the other hand, scales much better,
as we shall see in section 5.2.2. Note thatPS-WithMax
performs much better thanPS, even though it is still
slow compared toModPS.

Figure 5 shows the learning performance of each
of the algorithms in figure 4 over the 100 episodes.
To reduce the noise, the graphs have been smoothed
so that each plotted point is the average score of 10
episodes. We can see that learning performance has
not been compromised in order to improve computa-
tional performance, as all algorithms have similar learn-
ing curves. While 100 episodes is not nearly enough to
conclude anything, we can at least confirm that all the
algorithms are learning. In fact, by the end of the 100



Figure 5. Learning Against Simple Agent (1)
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Figure 6. Computational Feasibility (2)
Agent Time Backups

ModPS-20 59.49 17.37
ModPS-200 85.72 38.34
ModPS-NoMax-200 134.18 61.34

episodes, all of them are at or above a score of 550,
which indicates that they win more often than not.

5.2.2. Learning to Defeat Simple Agent.Since PS
andPS-WithMaxhave been shown to be quite slow for
learning in theDominationdomain, we now focus on
learning for longer periods to see ifModPScan achieve
consistent winning performance againstSimple-agent.
We evaluateModPSwith bothk= 20 andk= 200 back-
ups. We also evaluateModPS-NoMaxwith k = 200
backups to see if the heuristic defined in section 3.3 is
useful. Figure 6 shows the computational performance
for 500 episodes. As we can see, increasingk increases
the time taken, just as expected. Furthermore, with the
samek = 200, ModPS-NoMaxtakes about 58% more
time thanModPS. This indicates that checking for op-
timal actions is a useful heuristic, at least in terms of
reducing computational costs.

Figure 7 shows the learning performance of all
three algorithms, with the graphs smoothed using the
average score of 20 episodes. The learning curves are
again quite similar, and increasingk seems to have little
effect on learning in this domain. We can also see that
at the end of 500 episodes, the agents are now able to
consistently defeatSimple-agent.

5.2.3. Performance Against FSM Agent.While we
have shown that learning is successful against the base-
line Simple-agent, we were unable to achieve good re-
sults againstFSM-agent. Figure 8 shows the learning

Figure 7. Learning Against Simple Agent (2)
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Figure 8. Learning Against FSM Agent
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performance ofModPSagainstFSM-agent. Graphs are
again smoothed by averaging over 20 episodes. While
some learning is evident, the scores are still very low at
the end of 400 episodes, and it will likely take a very
long time for the learning agents to be able to defeat
FSM-agent.

5.2.4. Discussion.As we have observed, learning in
theDominationgame is a challenging task. We believe
that a major reason for this is the stochasticity inherent
in the domain. Figure 9 shows the scores forFSM-agent
playing against itself for 1000 episodes. The episodes
are sorted from the highest score difference to lowest,
and the graph shows the score of the winning team
against that of the losing team. As we can see, the
variance in the game is extremely high - in some cases,
FSM-agentdefeats itself by more than 1000 points. We
believe the variance is largely attributed to the random
appearance of ammopacks throughout the game, as they
may allow one team a sudden advantage. The choice of



Figure 9. FSM Agent against itself
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map may also be another cause for the variance, as it
requires agents to always pass through the center of the
map in order to reach other quadrants. A team that gains
control of the center, perhaps due to the sudden appear-
ance of ammopacks near its agents, can thus be very
difficult to overcome.

Due to the high stochasticity, we likely require a
large number of training samples before we can be con-
fident that the rewards received reflect the true expected
value of an action in some given state. This is because
agents may often receive negative rewards for optimal
actions, and positive rewards for sub-optimal actions.
Furthermore, learning againstFSM-agentturns out to
be even more challenging, since most state-action pairs
will likely receive negative rewards throughtout the ini-
tial learning phase. In order to learn, agents need to get
into some good states despite starting with a random
configuration, which may be very unlikely against an
effective agent.

Note that we considered using multi-agent learn-
ing for Domination, but eventually chose to disband the
approach due to the following reasons. Firstly, we may
not model the behaviour of opponents since the environ-
ment is partially observable. Another alternative would
be to use some game-theoretic solution concept to find
an equilibrium for the game, and use it as the goal of
learning. However, such an equilibrium is difficult to
find for Domination. Eventually, we chose to use a sin-
gle agent learning algorithm (PS) approach, as it also
scales well with the number of agents. However, this
imposes a serious restriction on learning, as the conver-
gence guarantees of prioritized sweeping are no longer
valid since the environment is non-stationary, i.e., other
agents are also learning and thus changing their behav-
ior. This may be yet another reason for the difficulty in
learning. However, we conjecture that this is not as se-

rious a problem as the previously mentioned ones, since
we are able to learn effectively againstSimple-agent. In
addition, single-agent learning has been used success-
fully in practice for non-stationary environments.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed novel changes to a
popular reinforcement learning algorithm. We con-
ducted experiments that show our changes contribute to
much better computational performance in a complex
stochastic domain, while maintaining the learning per-
formance. This work was severely limited by time con-
straints. In the future, we would like to run more ex-
periments and let our agents learn for longer periods to
establish more clearly whether or not a significant drop
in learning performance may occur due to our changes.
We would also like to experiment in another domain
that is stationary yet highly stochastic. Comparing the
performance of ModPS and PS on convergence to the
optimal solution would be much more desirable.

On another note, we would also like to experiment
with other methods for learning solutions forDomina-
tion. Perhaps policy search methods like genetic algo-
rithms may be more suitable, as they are likely to be
less sensitive to stochasticity since they do not require
explicit values for all state-action pairs.
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